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Thirty eight years ago I arrived in America on this date, July 21st, at 6 am.  The reason

why we are gathered here to celebrate today is to acknowledge my arrival into this country.  The

only thing worth celebrating that I brought with me is the teaching of the Dharma.  In order to

receive this thank you from all of you we organized a five day sesshin that just ended.  

Some might give thanks by giving one cent, but no one has even given me even a penny.

Some people when they say thank you might say it by giving a million dollars!  I wonder how

they could get that kind of money?  I have no idea.  As for me, my way of returning your “thank

you”s to you was to give my teaching during this five day sesshin.   And today, although the

sesshin is over, because the shika decided to have this celebration,  it  seems I am still  in the

position of hosting visitors.  It seems as if at least some tea has been prepared for everyone to

drink afterwards.  It isn’t free though.  Even water you have to pay for.  I have no money, so I

cannot pay.  I cannot even pay for my water, and so the only thing that I can do is keep on trying

to give you my teaching through holding sesshins.

How about all of you?  What about those who cannot even give a penny?  What are you

going to give me?  If you come here and drink water, and you cannot even give a penny, that

water might become poison for you, and you might drop dead from drinking water in that way!

Be careful!  So, if you don’t have money, what should you give me?  Some of you might think,

“The way I would like to thank you is by receiving your teaching clearly.  I would like to give

you this attitude to thank you.”  That is something a very deeply desireful person would think!

People who know what kind of activity the Dharma activity is will immediately recognize a man

who says that kind of thing as being a deeply desireful, greedy person.  However, even if we call

this kind of thinking selfish, to say “thank you” by receiving Dharma teaching is probably a

better way to say “thank you” than to just give money.  

According to Buddhism, and in fact Tathagata Zen is the practice of actually doing the
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teaching of Buddhism, the state in which you have even forgotten about receiving teaching or

that you have received teaching is the state of having truly received teaching.  For example, if

someone says, “I have experienced God,” or “I have experienced the dharmakaya,” in Tathagata

Zen it is said that that sort of person still has not reached the state of forgetting everything, of

forgetting about receiving the teaching.  That sort of person is still a deeply desireful, selfish

person, and has, in fact, not really received the teaching.  Buddhism says that the sort of person

you have to become is the kind of person who is no longer tied up by things such as thinking, “I

am enlightened into the Dharma activity,” or “I understand the Dharma activity just like this.”

You must become the kind of person who has forgotten all about those things.  According to

Tathagata Zen someone who is actually doing the Dharma activity, who is practicing the Dharma

activity  is  someone  who  has  absolutely  forgotten  anything  like,  “I  was  enlightened,”  or  “I

understand the teaching.”  In Tathagata Zen it is said that a true monk, a true shamon, is someone

who is not tied up by the Dharma activity.  Perhaps it is best to say that this sort of person has

forgotten the Dharma activity, but is doing it.   

The important thing is to not get tied up by anything.  Not to get tied up by  fame, status,

money,  or  beauty,  or  anything!   If  you are truly that  kind  of  person then  you have clearly

understood the Dharma activity.  

A  person  whose  way  of  being  is  like  that,  according  to  Tathagata  Zen,  is  called  a

“homeless monk.”  This means not being tied up by having a house to live in or a room to live in.

When you are really free from these sorts of things then you are a true “mushuku no ronin, 無宿

の浪人” a true homeless monk.   

The way of life of a homeless monk is described in Buddhism as being a practitioner of

the Way of no-self, mugado (無我道).  This means to live a life that is absolutely based on NOT

acknowledging a fixated “I am” self.   Buddhism says that,  therefore,  if  you unquestioningly

acknowledge the existence of your “I am,” even for a moment, already you have stepped off of

the path of the homeless monk.  Already you are acting from the position of being a selfish

human being.  This is what the practice of Tathagata Zen is based upon.

The man who was the founder of Buddhism was called Siddhartha when he was a young
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man, and later was named Shakyamuni Buddha.  He succeeded in manifesting the wisdom that

thoroughly knew the Dharma activity.  After his enlightenment he realized that there was only

one way to lead this world to peace, and that is the practice of the Way of no-self.  Resolved to

teach that practice he spent the next 49 years as a homeless monk.  The moment you see yourself

as a fixated “I am” then already you are manifesting a selfish person.  Already you are no longer

manifesting yourself as a homeless monk.  Already you are no longer manifesting the Way of

no-self.  Already you are no longer being a true shamon.  It is really only through attempting to

practice  Tathagata  Zen  yourself  that  you  will  truly  understand  what  a  great  practitioner

Shakyamuni  was.  It is only through trying to practice Tathagata Zen yourself that you will

understand what an incredible life Shakyamuni  lived.  It is only then that you will understand

what it really means to live 49 years walking the Way of no-self as a homeless monk.  We monks

of Tathagata Zen realize what a great,  great practitioner  Shakyamuni was, and attempting to

follow in his footsteps we too strive to live lives as homeless monks.  

When Shakyamuni was alive that was twenty five hundred years ago in India.  I always

tell you that when  it comes to the expanding activity the only reason why the expanding activity

is possible is because there is a partner to that expanding activity.   There is an activity  that

receives the expansion.  There is an activity that makes it possible for expansion to be done, that

allows it.  In the same way as that, twenty five hundred years ago, it was because there was a

world that allowed the life-style of a homeless monk that that life was possible.  It was because

there was a surrounding circumstance that received that life-style and permitted it that the way of

life of a homeless monk was possible.  Here in America if one attempts to live as a homeless

monk people in society will think of one as a defeated, failure of a person.  People will look upon

such a person as a pitiful wreck of a person.  Therefore the way of being a monk here, now, and

the way of being a homeless monk twenty five hundred years ago in India must be different from

each other.  The differences reflect the differences in the surrounding world.  If the society that

will receive and permit the life of a homeless monk does not exist then it is not possible to live as

a homeless monk.  Be careful!  You must think about this without making a mistake about it.

This is the point of view of Tathagata Zen.  This is a difficult thing to really understand.  The
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teaching of Buddhism says that the Way of a true homeless monk was the Way Shakyamuni

walked, and that is the continual  practice of no-self.   However,  the Way of no-self  is  made

possible by the Way of  dana, that is the Way of giving to the homeless monks, the Way of

donations.   This Way of dana makes it possible for practitioners to do the Way of no-self.  A

person donating a million dollars or two million dollars makes it  possible  for one person to

become a true homeless monk, makes it possible for one person to walk the Way of no-self.  

Some of you are probably thinking, “What a clever, sly Roshi he is.  He is giving this

whole talk only to try to get us to give donations!”  That’s right!  I’m no different than anyone

else.  I need money too.  If I don’t have money I can’t live!  I bet that you have probably not

really experienced being starving, but I have, and I know that the suffering that comes from

having no food to eat is a great suffering.  When you really have nothing to eat, then if you just

receive  one  rice  ball  or  one  hamburger,  having  that  hamburger  in  your  hand  will  feel  like

salvation.  Everyone, in this situation, will think in the same way: “Ahh, now I am saved!”  In

order for the rescuing person and the person who is rescued to be in relationship with each other

there must be both the activities of giving and receiving.  The conclusion to this principle is the

understanding that in our human world it is because there are women that there are men, and

likewise, conversely, it is because there are men that there are women.  

It is not enough, however, just to have men and women!  What if the men refuse to do the

activity of woman, and likewise the women refuse to do the male activity?  Then what would

happen?  It is necessary for both men and women to be able to do the activity of the other.  We

must not lose the ability to take on the form of the other.  

The activities of giving and receiving are possible because there is something to give and

there is something to receive.  The very difficult teaching of Buddhism, however, says that this is

not so for the bodhisattva.  Bodhisattva is the state of absolute equality of man and woman, and

when the activity of bodhisattva is manifest then giving can be done without having anything to

give, and receiving can be done without having anything to receive.  

When we are young this is difficult to do.  When we are young the men need to get very

busy and make money to give to their lovers, and the women need to make efforts to make
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themselves beautiful in order to receive the kindness of the men.  They both must work hard for

each  other.   Both  man  and  woman  work  in  this  way,  year  after  year  of  hard  work,  until,

according to Buddhism, they become fifty or maybe fifty five years old, and then they can both

become bodhisattvas.  At that time they can make relationship with each other in utter equality.

The man no longer needs to work, and the woman also no longer needs to do the female activity.

This is when there are no selves.  This is when the Way of no-self is being done.  Therefore it is

nearly impossible for young people to really practice the Way of no-self.  

When you are young, no matter how hard you work at it, the “I am” is always, “huttto,

hutto” appearing here and there, all of the time.  Even when you are old, that old “I am” self still,

actually, does appear.   In fact, as long as we are alive the “I am” self will sometimes appear.

This manifestation of the “I am” self is also a practice that we must do.  We human beings

cannot just do mugado, the no-self Way.  We also must sometimes do the ugado (有我道), the

way of being a self.  This is when the standpoint of being is acknowledged.  This Way will also,

inevitably, appear.  However, when we yearn after the Way of Being then we tend to begin to

hate the Way of non-being, and that is when we come to violate the Dharma activity.    

Those times when we violate the Dharma activity inevitably appear, but how can we save

ourselves when we find ourselves in that situation?  It doesn’t really matter how much money

you give.  You may give a penny, or a thousand dollars, or a hundred million dollars.  All people

are, in fact, the same in that we suffer when our “I am” selves manifest themselves.  Therefore

we all must face the problem of how to save ourselves from that suffering.   

When Shakyamuni was alive he lived the life of a homeless monk, but even back in those

days there were many of his disciples who had times when they violated the Dharma activity.

Many of his students had times when they insisted upon asserting their “I am” selves.  This is the

teaching of Tathagata Zen.  Those students of his who were suffering because they were stuck in

their “I am” selves, suffering because they were violating the Dharma activity, would implore the

Buddha to teach them in such a way that would lead them to being saved from that suffering.

How can we be saved from suffering?  

It is already almost eleven o’clock, and still we have not come to salvation!  How can we
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reach eleven o’clock in peace?  How can we come to salvation by eleven o’clock?  It is almost

eleven, what are we going to do?!  How can we catch salvation!  

Therefore, Shakyamuni Buddha taught, It is because you violate the Dharma activity that

you find yourself in the state of suffering.  If you simply do not violate the Dharma activity then

you will have no troubles at all. 

When you are on a trip you have to hurry up sometimes to not miss your bus or not miss

your plane at the airport.  That not being late is very important!  Don’t be late!  Don’t be left

behind by the airplane!  Don’t miss the bus!  Why do we get late and left behind?  When we get

distracted in our self centered ways by something that we like then we miss the bus.  Then the

bus of the Dharma activity leaves and we are not on it.  For example, a woman may see a man,

and then immediately she falls into thinking, “Wow, what a handsome man,” and she stops just

to look at him.  It is then that time moves on without her.  The same sort of thing happens to

men.   During the time the man spends stopping to  look and think,  "Wow, what  a beautiful

woman she is" the plane he was planning to catch has already flown away from the airport!

Then he will be left behind.  This is one way to understand all situations in which people suffer.

Whenever a person is suffering it is because they have missed the bus of the Dharma activity.

And furthermore, the reason why they miss the bus is because they are busy doing something

from their selfish perspective, for their own benefit.  People who miss the Dharma activity bus

cause themselves to miss the bus!  It is not the fault of the Dharma activity!  

The Dharma activity never abandons you.  You go out of your way to miss the Dharma

activity  bus.   In fact,  you are,  in reality,  always riding upon the Dharma activity.   You are

actually riding on the Dharma activity,  but because you think in your arbitrary, self centered

ways,  you become bound up by that  thinking,  and this  causes  you to suffer.   Therefore the

Buddha taught that it is in no way the case that the Dharma activity throws you off of itself or

abandons you.   We tie  ourselves  up,  and make ourselves  miss  the  bus,  because of  our  self

centered thinking.  

Isn’t this true!  In Buddhism there is a phrase, "Sangai ijju, (三界一住),  three-worlds-

one-home" which means that this world that we live in is one world that we all share with each
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other.  There are not two worlds that existent beings live in.  There is only one.  That one world

is the Great Cosmos.  Your true home is this Great Cosmos, and therefore there really is no way

you can lose the Great Cosmos, or fall off of the Great Cosmos.  However, when you begin

thinking  selfishly, only for the sake of your own benefit and convenience, then you will miss the

bus of the universe.  Then the Great Cosmos Bus will leave you behind.  Do you understand?  In

reality you cannot be left behind.  In reality you are always on the bus, always together with the

Great Cosmos.  However, by thinking in selfish self centered ways from the point of view of the

"I am," you come to believe in that point of view, and come to think that your self centered point

of view is reality.  Then, although you are on the bus you do not even realize you are on the bus.

You forget you are riding in the Great Cosmos.  You become incapable of thinking that the "I

am" is in fact already on the bus of the Dharma activity.  If you think selfishly, only for the sake

of your own benefit, this will always cause you to be left behind by the Dharma activity Bus, and

so, conversely, if you can get rid of your self centered way of thinking you will never be thrown

off of the Dharma activity.  Then you will always move forward with the Dharma activity.  This

is what the Buddha taught his disciples.  

So how can you do that?  How can you get rid of your self centered way of thinking?

The Buddha taught his disciples that the only way to stop thinking in selfish way only about

what is good for you is to build a vow that vows to follow the Dharma activity and move forward

with the Dharma activity.  This is the only way to be saved from your self centered thinking.

This is the only way to true salvation.  

But it is a very difficult thing to actually do!  But all of you are so smart!  You probably

can understand what I am trying to say.  On the other hand, you are all smart, but you think from

the point of view of being attached to your "I am" selves, and so you can’t understand.

This is why the Buddha taught that you must vow, "I will act to not attach to my "I am,"

and I will move forward with the Dharma activity."  Only through this kind of vow will you

realize being together with the Dharma activity.  The problem is that for people who start off

being attached to the "I am" it is no easy thing to do this!  If you are attached it is very hard to

not be attached!  This is why the vow is so important!  This is why you must vow to not attach to
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your self.  This is why you must vow to move forward! 

From  this  kind  of  understanding  the  teaching  called  "sange,"  so  called  Buddhist

repentance, was born into Buddhism.  

It is not, however, sange, to simply say, "I acted selfishly.  What I did was wrong.  I made

a mistake."  There really is no way to make the wrong things you have done disappear.  You

really cannot erase your mistakes.  But who is to blame for your mistakes?  It is your mistaken

way of consciousness that makes the mistakes.  Therefore, if you can move forward then that

mistaken  consciousness  will  vanish.   This  is  why we constantly  tell  you to  Move Forward

(ZenShin 前進)!  Buddhist sange practice, therefore, is to vow to move forward.  This vow is not

a vow that gets tied up with what was good or bad.  This vow is a vow to move forward with the

Dharma activity.  Moving forward together with the Dharma activity is the kind of vow you must

make!  

It is only by participating in this sort of sange ceremony, by doing sange practice, that

you can truly move your self forward. 

When Buddhism came to  China  they  translated  the  original  Sanskrit  chants  that  pay

homage to the Three Treasures into Chinese, and chanted them in their own way.  (Roshi chants)

"Namu Kie Butsu!"  Chanting "Namu Kie Butsu"  (‘I call, I honor, The Buddha’) must be done

like reciting a poem, or singing!  

During this sort of sange  ceremony first we chant the three treasures,

NA MU KI E BUTSU

NA MU KI E HO

NA MU KI E SO

(I take refuge in the Buddha. I take refuge in the Dharma.I take refuge in the Sangha.)

Then we chant the Rai Hai Mon, 

 NA  MU  REN   GE  DAI  ZO  RU    SHA  NA  BUTSU

  (homage to    lotus    flower  foundation    storehouse Vairochana Buddha)

ZAN  KI SAN   GE  RO KKON            ZAI   SHO

  (ashamed  regretful    six   roots (senses)     sins   hurts)
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 METSU JO  BON NO   METSU     JO        GO    SSHO

  (annihilate    remove     vexing afflictions (kleshas) annihilate    remove     karmic

hinderances)

  Then you must bow your head!  Try doing this practice!  Try doing this ceremony!  If

you do then you will, without fail, have the wisdom arise in you that knows that you must move

forward!  You will undoubtedly come to see that you do not need to attach to fame, status, or

money.  You will see that all you have to do is move forward doing the exact same activity that

tatha-gata and tatha-agata, plus and minus do.  You will see that all you have to do is manifest

the activity of oneness and separation, over and over again, moving forward doing those.  You

will see that this is the true way of being of your self.   Through this kind of ceremony this

wisdom will inevitably arise. 

Now we have finally really arrived at eleven o’clock.  This is when the state of salvation

inevitably manifests.  But what is going to happen when it gets later than eleven?  Don’t attach to

eleven o'clock!  You will be in trouble!

At  eleven  o'clock  we have  completed  the  living  activity,  and  found salvation  at  the

complete living activity, but now, according to Buddhism, we must complete the dying activity.  

We really are running out of time, so I must just jump to the conclusion, which is to say,

Don’t attach to either the living activity or the dying activity.  

We can call the two fundamental activities living and dying, or man and woman, or the

activity that makes man and the activity that makes woman, but in any case, if you attach to your

"I am" you become unable to do those activities.  This is the hard part!  This is when you must

chant the sange chant:

ZAN  KI SAN   GE  RO KKON     ZAI   SHO METSU JO  BON NO   METSU     JO

GO    SSHO

“I am regretful, I am ashamed of the harm I have caused through my six senses.  I vow to

annihilate my bad karma, I vow to annihilate my worldly passions.”  

Man and woman, plus and minus both do this sange practice.  Man and woman  forgive

each  other.   They  no  longer  need  to  reject  each  other.   Through  this  they  will  be  able  to
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experience each other, and through that experiencing of each other the wisdom will arise that the

self appears and disappears through the two essential activities unifying and separating with each

other.     

When plus is taking the initiative in the activity then minus is following plus, but they are

always acting together, and so when plus totally experiences minus then minus is simultaneously

experiencing plus.  That mutual simultaneous experience is the activity of zero.  In this case,

with the living activity leading, the living activity completes itself, and salvation manifests.  The

teaching of Buddhism says that you must manifest the wisdom that knows this road to salvation,

and Tathagata Zen says that you must actually practice that.  

Next the female activity, the minus activity, the dying activity takes the lead, and the

opposite male activity helps her until the state of no longer needing to die manifests.  

This state of the complete dying activity, of not needing to die anymore is also, truly, a

state of salvation, but in Tathagata Zen we distinguish between the salvation found at that the

complete living and this state of completed dying, and we call this state of not needing to die

anymore liberation.  

If you sincerely practice sange, and do the sange-raihai (bowing) ceremony, then without

fail the wisdom will arise in you that knows both the state of salvation at the completed living

activity  and the state  of liberation at  the completed  dying activity.   The Buddha taught this

ceremony to people who were suffering in order to rescue them.

Really strong people, however, don’t need to do the practice of sange-raihai.  For you

strong ones the Tathagata Zen practice we do here is sufficient.  

People like to say they are learning about the Dharma activity, or that they are studying

Nyorai Zen, Tathagata Zen, but what does that mean?  Such study means to manifest the wisdom

that knows the very way of being of your self and the very nature of this world we all live in.

The one who ordered me to come here to America to teach that teaching was the Kancho

of Myoshin-ji at that time.  I thought to myself at that time, "Well, I guess I have to live the life

of a gypsy.  There is no choice!  I’m off to America.  This is going to be hard!"  Actually it is

easier to live as a gypsy in Japan.  It has been much harder here in America.  From now until I
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die I must continue this gypsy life.  To live like a gypsy seems to be difficult for all of you, but

because it is something I feel I simply must do, it isn’t really hard for me.  

I have mentioned Myoshin-ji, and this name does come up a lot, but what does Myoshin-

ji  have to do with the Dharma activity?  Where does Myoshin-ji  come into the story?  The

founder of Myoshin-ji was Master Egen.  A monk faced Master Egen and asked, "When we die

where do we go?"  Egen yelled out "In my hara there is neither life nor death!"  Then he hit the

monk!  Isn’t this true?  If life and death are opposing each other in your belly it causes all sorts

of problems.  You get gas, you fart, your stomach aches.   But what about when plus and minus

become zero?  What about when life and death become zero?  Does it hurt?  Does it itch?  Is it

pleasure or pain?  What happens then?  There is no pain or itching.  There is no happiness or

sorrow.  Because the "I am" self who thinks those things is gone!  That’s why Egen faced the

monk squarely and shouted, "If you want to talk about plus and minus, well, in my belly they

have both melted into each other.  They are not there anymore!"

Actually, in my case, I don’t know if it is because I’m old, or because I just finished the

five day sesshin, or because I’m simply not feeling well these days, or maybe just because of all

the junk I ate last night, but anyway, this morning my stomach was killing me and I had a lot of

gas.  So I told the shika, "I’m really not feeling well.  I really don’t want to get out in front of all

those people again today.  It’s really your celebration.  I’m the one being celebrated.  Why do I

have to talk?  Can’t someone else talk?"  But the shika said, "Please Roshi, please be the one to

give the talk." 

When one is put in the position of having to talk, there really is no way around talking

about good and bad.  Everything one says boils down to "That’s good," or "That’s bad."  So, I

guess all I am always teaching is how to manifest the "I am" self.  Where was that self born

from?  And where does the self go to?  Egen said, "In my hara there is no life or death!"  His

stomach was much stronger than mine!  I hope all of you nurture your stomachs and intestines so

they will be strong like Egen’s!  

Here  we  practice  Tathagata  Zen,  we  practice  Nyorai  Zen,  we  practice  the  Dharma

activity.  This is what Egen practiced.  Through this practice the principle of how the self appears
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and disappears will be clearly understood.  And from that understanding was born the teaching

which taught about the very way of being of the self.  

When one is trying to teach the very way of being of the self, and the essential nature of

this world, if thoughts are always floating into one’s head about all of the bad things one has

done, it becomes very difficult to teach!  Jesus Christ and Shakyamuni Buddha were truly great

people, and so they probably were not plagued by those sorts of thoughts.  I, on the other hand,

am neither Shakyamuni nor Jesus, and so, as could be expected I suppose, there are always all

sorts of thoughts floating into my head along the lines of, "Oh, that was really wrong of me to

do!" or "What a stupid thing I did!"  I probably think those thoughts about the past because I am

having other bad thoughts in the present!  Therefore, I must chant, " NA  MU  REN   GE  DAI

ZO  RU    SHA  NA  BUTSU. ZAN  KI SAN   GE  RO KKON  ZAI SHO. METSU JO

BON NO   METSU     JO     GO    SSHO,” Try this practice yourselves!  Try chanting this as if

you were singing a poem.

Through singing poetry, through doing sange practice, finally you will manifest the self

that has gone beyond the bitterness of the world.  Then there is no need to seek anything or to

reject anything.  

Now it is not only past eleven, but it is past eleven thirty, so I will leave off here.  

終

The End
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